GEOGRAPHY
LO: To recall facts about some English counties
Have a go at the third counties quiz found in the Week 8 folder. This quiz is based on some
of the geographical and historical facts shared by Ms Cloughton in her ‘campervan counties’
videos. You may want to go to the school’s youtube channel to watch some of the videos
again. The quiz has questions about the 3 coastal counties covered during Week 6. Those
counties were Lancashire, Suffolk and Hampshire. There is an answer sheet provided. Good
luck!
LO: To identify continents, oceans, mountain ranges, rivers and landmarks across the
world
Go to these BBC Bitesize activities: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z4dxt39
These geography activities will help develop your mapping skills and your locational
knowledge on a global scale. There are some videos to watch and three suggestions for
follow up activities. Enjoy the videos and have a go at the quizzes recommended for activity
1 and activity 3. (Activity 2 requires a printer so just give that one a miss!) An atlas might be
useful to support your answers for activity 3 which includes locating mountain ranges, rivers
and landmarks around the world.
HISTORY
LO: To compare school life today with school life in Ancient Athens
During the Autumn Term we found out a little bit about education in some of the Ancient
Greek city states. Read through the information sheets about school life in Ancient Athens.
At the end of the information, there is a quick retrieval quiz for you. In the Week 8 folder
you will find a ‘comparing school life’ sheet to complete which compares education in
Ancient Athens with your education now at Willingham Primary School. Use the information
sheets to help you complete the table. There is a suggested additional diary writing task too.
SCIENCE
LO: To understand the terms ‘atom’ and ‘element’
Go to: https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/video/science/all-about-chemistry-video/ Watch the
video then try to answer the questions in the follow up quiz in the Week 8 folder (an answer
sheet is provided). Elements are listed in a scientific chart called the Periodic Table. We did
look at this briefly in class last term. In the Week 8 folder you should find a Periodic Table
and an Elements Quiz sheet. Have a go at completing the Elements Quiz and then check
your answers using the separate sheet. If you are interested in chemistry and elements, you
can find out more about the Periodic Table by following the link below:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/46963919

*REMEMBER if you want to share your work or photos of your work, you can email your
teacher using Purple Mash or ask a grown up to send it to your teacher’s school email
address*

